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1. Cases considering Economic Sanctions

a. Celestial v. UniCredit  (England, High Court) 

b. Kuvera v. JPMorgan Chase (Singapore, Court of Appeal)

2. Cases considering Fraud

a. Tugu v. Citibank  (Hong Kong) 

b. Crédit Agricole Corp. & Investment Bank, Singapore Branch v. PPT Energy Trading Co [2022] SGHC(1)

c. UniCredit v. Glencore (Hin Leong litigation – Singapore) 

d. Winson Oil Trading Cases (Singapore)

1. Winson Oil Trading v. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp. [2023] SGHC 220

2. Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC) v. Orchard “STI Orchard” (Winson Oil Trading Pte 
Ltd, intervener)
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Celestial Aviation Services Ltd v Unicredit Bank AG

v Between 2017 and 2020, Sberbank issued twelve SBLCs to guarantee 
obligations of two Russian airlines under aircraft leases entered into 
between 2005 and 2014 with two Irish leasing company groups (Celestial 
and Constitution). UniCredit was the confirming bank for all twelve 
SBLCs. All payments under the SBLCs were to be made in US dollars.

v In early March 2022 (following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the 
imposition of sanctions by the EU and UK, the aircraft leasing companies 
made demands for payment under SBLCs to UniCredit.  

v Demands were agreed to be compliant, but UniCredit refused to pay, 
alleging that it was prohibited from making the payments by the sanctions 
on Russia imposed by UK, EU and the USA. Celestial sued in the English High 
Court and judgment issued in March 2023.
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Celestial Aviation Services Ltd v Unicredit Bank AG
v Unicredit’s arguments:

v UK Regulations prohibited UniCredit from making payment under the 
SBLCs as it prohibited provision of financial services and funds in 
connection with the direct or indirect supply of “restricted goods” to a 
person connected with Russia. “Financial services or funds” includes 
guarantees and letters of credit and on March 8, 2023, aircraft were 
added as restricted goods. 

v On April 6, 2023, Sberbank was designated and it became prohibited to 
deal in any funds or economic resources owned, held or controlled by 
Sberbank or making funds available to Sberbank.  

v In regards to US sanctions, UniCredit argued that its payment as 
confirming bank under the SBLCs would be deemed to “involve” Sberbank 
and/or be “dealing in” Sberbank’s property or interests in property which 
would be prohibited under US sanctions.
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Celestial Aviation Services Ltd v Unicredit Bank AG

v The English High Court decided that under UK regulations:

v Payment by UniCredit under the SBLCs could not be regarded as the 
provision of financial services in connection with the prohibited supply of 
aircraft.  

v UK Regulations operate prospectively and not retrospectively. The 
financial services took place when the SBLCs were issued or confirmed, 
(before the sanctions came into effect).  After, all that remained was for 
issuing bank’s and/or the confirming bank’s obligations to be fulfilled and 
such fulfilment was not prohibited.  

v UniCredit would still be able to claim against Sberbank and so neither 
Sberbank nor the Russian lessees (which remained liable to Sberbank) 
would benefit from UniCredit’s payment.  
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Celestial Aviation Services Ltd v Unicredit Bank AG
v The English High Court decided that:

v The claims were independent of the underlying transaction between Celestial and Sberbank. 
The applicable laws were therefore those of the place of performance - Irish law (Celestial 
was based in Ireland) and the law of England & Wales (Unicredit branch was in London), and 
those were the only laws that needed to be considered.  

v In relation to US sanctions, where the fundamental obligation is to make a payment and it is 
possible to do so, the confirming bank must make the payment. UniCredit must show (which 
it did not) that it was illegal to make payment in the place of performance—here, England 
and Ireland.  

v Following the English case of Libyan Arab Foreign Bank v Bankers Trust [1989] 1 QB 728, the 
Court held that where a contract requires payment in US dollars, the beneficiary is entitled to 
demand payment in cash. So even if a transfer through a US correspondent bank was 
unlawful, UniCredit was obliged to make payment by other means. UniCredit had not 
established that US sanctions prevented the transaction. 
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Celestial Aviation Services Ltd v Unicredit Bank AG
v Points outstanding for discussion:

v The Independence Principle

v Does payment to a beneficiary benefit a sanctioned issuer or applicant? 

v The alignment or non-alignment of applicable laws versus the various regulatory regimes 
applicable to UniCredit. Note that UniCredit sought licenses from regulators in the EU, UK and 
US.  Licenses to make payment were granted in the EU and UK and ultimately payment was 
made in Euros.

v The court’s approach to USD clearing and USD regulators.  Is this helpful for banks outside of 
the US?

v Does this case provide the industry with certainty?  What risks may remain? 
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Kuvera Resources pte Ltd v. JPMorgan Chase Bank 
v JPMorgan was both advising and confirming bank for various letters of credit payable to 

Kuvera, a Singaporean coal trader. Kuvera presented complying documents and demanded 
payment. 

v JPMorgan’s standard post-presentation sanctions screening of the sale contract revealed that 
the coal was shipped on a vessel that was likely to be beneficially owned by a Syrian entity 
proscribed under US sanctions on Syria.

v JPMorgan informed Kuvera that because the transaction did not comply with the applicable 
sanctions laws, rules and regulations and/or its internal policies designed to ensure 
compliance, and returned the documents to the Presenting Bank 

v What was critical was that the confirmation included a sanction clause permitting JPMorgan 
to withhold payment if the payment was contrary to US sanctions laws.

v Kuvera commenced proceedings for breach of contract and filed a claim for up to US$2.42 
million in damages from JPMorgan.
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Kuvera Resources pte Ltd v. JPMorgan Chase Bank 
v The Singapore High Court decided that:

v The simple sanction clause incorporated in the JP Morgan LC confirmations, was an 
enforceable contractual term, even though the clause did not appear in the LC’s issued by 
the Dubai-based issuing bank.

v The valid and enforceable sanction clause entitled JP Morgan to refuse to pay Kuvera
despite a complying presentation.

v The bank was not a distinct legal entity from its US branches and was therefore subject to 
US sanctions. So paying Kuvera would have exposed JP Morgan to a penalty for breaching 
US sanction legislation. The bank was also subject to Singapore law as the Singapore 
branch had confirmed the LC’s. Under Singapore law this would also have been a breach. 

v Kuvera has appealed but it is important to note that the sanction clause used by JP Morgan 
was simple and did not refer to internal policies, only the laws of its regulators 
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Kuvera Resources pte Ltd v. JPMorgan Chase Bank –
SG Court of Appeal [SGCA] 2023 28 

v Kuvera argued that:
1. The content of the SBLC could not be altered by the terms of a confirmation.
2. JP Morgan had not complied with OFAC restrictions, but had exercised unilateral discretion 

in deciding not to honour the confirmed SBLC’s, going beyond statutory or regulatory 
requirements.

3. That the Judge erred in finding that the vessel was owned by a Syrian entity. 

v The Court held that:

1. A confirmation was a distinct autonomous contract and could alter the terms of the SBLC.

2. The sanction clause created an uncertainty that would not enable a beneficiary to 
determine whether it would be paid and ran counter to the commercial purpose of a 
confirmed SBLC. 
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Kuvera Resources pte Ltd v. JPMorgan Chase Bank 
v What about the use of sanction clauses in SBLC’s?

v The ICC positions is that in the case of Guarantees and Standby LCs, the use of sanction 
clauses should be avoided as this impacts the indepepence principle and may confuse the 
obligations of the issuer.  Additionally, some country legislation will not permit terms that 
require a local entity to abide by foreign legislation. 

v However, if a sanction clause must be included due to risk issues, the clause should avoid 
any reference to policy and instead refer only to the sanctions and regulations applicable to 
a bank and its service providers.   The ICC Guidance Paper on the use of Sanction Clauses 
(2014) and Addendum (May 2020) are excellent resources and include example clauses. 

v But these recent cases are about confirmations. The banks did not issue DC‘s, Guarantees 
or Standby LC‘s.  A confirmation (as both recent decisions noted) is a contract between the 
confirming bank and the beneficiary.  It can be modified by contracual terms - in the Kuvera 
case by a sanction clause.  What might have been the outcome in Celestial if such a clause 
was included? 
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PT Asuransi Tugu Pratama Indonesia Tbk ("Tugu") v 
Citibank N.A.[2023] HKCFA 3

v This is a HK case in which the Court of Final Appeal found Citibank liable to its customer for 
USD50 million “unauthorised” debits made by the customer’s authorised signatories 
between 1994-1998. 

v Tugu alleged that from 1994-1998 its authorised signatories (any two were authorised to 
sign) had siphoned funds via 26 transfers (the “Disputed Transfers”) to the signatories and 
another officer of Tugu, in the amount of approx. US$ 52million, and on the final transfer 
instructed the bank to close the account. 

v Tugu informed Citibank of this in 2006 (8 years post account closure) as sued a year later.

v At issue was (1) the extent of the duty of care that a bank owes to its customer in ensuring 
authority for payment instructions, and (2) the limitation period under which a customer can 
sue a bank for an alleged breach of that duty. 
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Tugu v Citibank N.A.[2023] HKCFA 3
v The decision of the HK Final Court of Appeal (FCA) is a final decision and there is no further 

option for appeal. Prior to the FCA, there was a trial decision and a Court of Appeal decision 
that both dismissed the case against the bank. 

v The Court found Citibank liable as there were sufficient red flags missed that should have put 
them on inquiry that the transfers were unauthorised.

v Red flags missed: 

1. Lack of apparent business connection between the Disputed Transfers and Tugu (the customer);

2. Pattern of payment – Payments exceeding US$1million went into the account and then paid 
out together with interest within a short period of time (mostly within 2 weeks);

3. There was no other material activity in the account apart from payment into the account which was 
subsequently transferred out through the Disputed Transfers;

4. The Disputed Transfers were signed by those who would benefit from them; and

5. All these features must have been known to the relationship manager who handled the account as 
there were evidence that the instructions for the Disputed Transfers were sent to her.
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Tugu v Citibank N.A.[2023] HKCFA 3

v What about the limitation period?

v This claim would normally have been treated as a negligence claim (breach of duty to the 
customer), but the CFA characterised it as being a debt claim, payable upon demand, 
deciding that the closure of the account by the authorised signatories was invalid and Tugu
had a right to have the account reconstituted as it should have been.

v This avoided the limitation period which would have otherwise prevented the claim from 
being brought after six years of account closure.

v The CFA's classification of the claim as a debt claim has significant implications in extending 
the limitation period and the non-availability of contributory negligence (by the directors 
of Tugu) as a defence. This may result in banks needing to hold records for must longer 
than the typical seven to ten years post account closure. 
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Crédit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, Singapore Branch v 
PPT Energy Trading Co. [2022] SGHC(I) 1 [Singapore]
• Plaintiff/Counter Defendant/Issuer – Crédit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, 

Singapore Branch

• Defendant/Counter Plaintiff/Seller/Beneficiary – PPT Energy Trading Co. 

• Applicant/Alleged Fraudster – Zenrock Commodities Trading Pte. Ltd.

• Presenting Bank – Bank of China

• LC: Subject to UCP600 for about USD 23.6 million; Allowed for Alternate LOI Presentation

• Goods:  Planned purchase and on sale of 920,000 (+/- 5%) barrels of Djeno crude

• Issuer held a “registered floating charge over goods purchased by” Applicant/Alleged Fraudster
1/5
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Crédit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, Singapore Branch v 
PPT Energy Trading Co. [2022] SGHC(I) 1 [Singapore]
• Unknown to Issuer when preparing LC, Applicant/Alleged Fraudster had been engaged in “round-

tripping” contracts regarding the crude oil

• Oil first purchased by Applicant/Alleged Fraudster from SOCAR Trading Co. (SOCAR), then sold to 
Shandong Energy Int’l (Shandong)

• Shandong then sold oil to Seller/Beneficiary which intended to sell it back to Applicant/Alleged 
Fraudster

• To secure financing, Applicant/Alleged Fraudster presented Issuer purported on sale contract 
with Total Oil Trading, SA (TOTSA)

• Fabricated on sale contract showed purchase price (Platt’s) plus USD 3.60

• Actual on sale contract price: Platt’s minus USD 3.60; discovered after LC Issued2/5
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Crédit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, Singapore Branch v 
PPT Energy Trading Co. [2022] SGHC(I) 1 [Singapore]
• Before	Issuer	discovered	fraud,	Seller/Beneficiary	made	complying	LOI	presentation	

through	Presenting	Bank

• Shortly	thereafter,	Issuer	contacted	by	TOTSA	regarding	competing	notices	of	assignment	of	
proceeds	

• Applicant/Alleged	Fraudster	sent	one	assignment	to	Issuer	and	another	to	ING	Bank	NV	
regarding	the	expected	proceeds	from	TOTSA

• Upon	learning	more	facts	regarding	fraud	(see	Judgment	para.14),	Issuer	chose	to	dishonour
Seller/Beneficiary	Presentation

• Issuer,	however,	did	not	send	Seller/Beneficiary	notice	of	refusal	stating	basis	for	dishonour	
within	UCP600	timeframe

4/5
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Crédit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, Singapore Branch v 
PPT Energy Trading Co. [2022] SGHC(I) 1 [Singapore]
• Issuer	obtained	ex	parte	interim	injunction	to	restrain	payment

• Lawsuit:	Issuer	sought	declarations	that	dishonour	was	proper	due	to	Seller/Beneficiary	fraud	or,	
alternatively,	that	Seller/Beneficiary	breached	LOI	warranties	rendering	it	liable	to	Issuer	for	an	amount	
equivalent	to	LC	sum;	Seller/Beneficiary	sought	a	declaration	that	Issuer	wrongfully	dishonoured.

• Decision:	The	Singapore	International	Commercial	Court,	Cooke,	J.,	denied	each	declaration	sought	by	
Issuer,	ruled	in	favour	of	Seller/Beneficiary

• Rationale:	(1)	Absent	presentation	of	fraudulent	or	forged	documents,	dishonour	of	complying	
documents	improper	where	Issuer	fails	to	show	beneficiary	acted	dishonestly	in	presentation,	i.e.	(a)	
with	knowledge	that	statements	therein	are	false,	(b)	without	belief	that	what	is	stated	is	true,	or	(c)	
acted	alongside	applicant	to	defraud	issuer;	(2)	beneficiary	who	acts	recklessly	in	its	inquiry	of	
underlying	commercial	realities	represented	by	documents	but	makes	presentation	with	belief	that	what	
is	stated	is	true,	insufficient	to	justify	dishonour;	(3)	LOI	warranties	and	indemnity	unenforceable	absent	
full	payment	by	underlying	contractual	due	date;	and	(4)	UCP600	Issuer	that	fails	to	satisfy	Art.	16	Notice	
requirements	precluded	from	arguing	that	documents	do	not	comply.	

5/5
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UniCredit Bank A.G. v. Glencore Singapore Pte. Ltd.
[2022] SGHC 263 [Singapore]

§ Action: Unreimbursed LC Issuer alleged sham transaction between Beneficiary and insolvent 
Applicant

§ Buyer/Applicant – Hin Leong Trading (Pte) Ltd. 

§ Seller/Beneficiary – Glencore Singapore Pte Ltd. 

§ Issuer – UniCredit Bank A.G. 

§ UCP600 letter of credit for USD 37,209,550.35 to support purchase of 150,000 MT fuel oil

§ Critical: simultaneous agreement that Seller/Beneficiary would buy-back the oil from 
Buyer/Applicant

1/5
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UniCredit Bank A.G. v. Glencore Singapore Pte. Ltd.
[2022] SGHC 263 [Singapore]

§ LC: Presentation of either original shipping documents OR letter of indemnity.

§ Notable: Conforming LOI would be addressed to Buyer/Applicant

§ December 2019 LOI presentation; Issuer honoured & pursuant to discount agreement paid 
approx. USD 37 million. 

§ Issuer queried Buyer/Applicant regarding goods; Buyer/Applicant falsely replied that the 
goods were still unsold.

§ Buyer/Applicant subsequently insolvent; Issuer sued Seller/Beneficiary alleging sham 
transaction; primarily sought to rescind LC. 

2/5
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UniCredit Bank A.G. v. Glencore Singapore Pte. Ltd.
[2022] SGHC 263 [Singapore]

§ Rescission Argument: Seller/Beneficiary & Buyer/Applicant “had a common subjective 
intention that the transaction documents [were] not to create the legal rights and 
obligations which they [gave] the appearance of creating.” (para.32). 

§ Motive for transaction is NOT determinative of whether it is a sham. 

§ Immediate Resale. Payment occurred via internal accounting offsets and was confirmed in 
communications which counsel for Seller/Beneficiary termed “the most important email.” 
See Judgment paras.40-43.

§ Given the simultaneous buyback of the cargo, Seller/Beneficiary likely did not expect to 
deliver the B/Ls to Buyer/Applicant: “that does not however, mean that 
[Seller/Beneficiary] never had an obligation to surrender the B/Ls to [Buyer/Applicant], or 
that [Seller/Beneficiary] never had an intention to fulfil such an obligation, if 
circumstances required it.” (para.49). 3/5
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UniCredit Bank A.G. v. Glencore Singapore Pte. Ltd.
[2022] SGHC 263 [Singapore]

§ Issuer pointed to statements by Buyer/Applicant’s interim judicial managers & 
argued that the sales contract was not entered into for any commercial benefit but 
merely to raise liquidity to pay loans that would soon be due and owing.

§ Judge Disagreed. The argument was merely acknowledging the deals were of 
commercial benefit to the parties; utilising their banking facilities. Credit Agricole
stands for proposition that buy-sellback transactions not inherently deceitful. 

§ Unable to demonstrate sham transaction, Issuer alleged misrepresentations through 
presented LOI

§ No implied representation that Seller/Beneficiary intended to obtain and surrender 
the B/Ls to Buyer/Applicant “in all circumstances.” (para.105, see also para.106)
4/5
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UniCredit Bank A.G. v. Glencore Singapore Pte. Ltd.
[2022] SGHC 263 [Singapore]

§ Issuer argued for implied representations: (1) actual B/L delivery & (2) that were was only 
a purchase of goods 

§ Issuer unconcerned with underlying contract and whether or not obligations are 
performed, “it should not matter to the bank what the seller’s intentions are in relation to 
that contract, on matters such as delivery of documents or goods to the buyer.” Citing 
UCP600 Articles 4 & 5. 

§ There was no requirement that Seller/Beneficiary present any invoice regarding a resale 
by Buyer/Applicant. Issuer was only concerned with documents, and Seller/Beneficiary 
made a complying presentation.

§ ‘Half Truth Argument’ “If the complaint shifts from misrepresentation to non-disclosure, 
the non-disclosure case fails.”
5/5
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Winson Oil Trading v. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp. 
[2023] SGHC 220 [Singapore]

§ Seller/Beneficiary – Winson Oil Trading Pte Ltd. 

§ Buyer/Applicant – Hin Leong Trading (Pte) Ltd. 

§ First Issuer – Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp.

§ Second Issuer – Standard Chartered Bank (Singapore) Ltd.

§ Two UCP600 letters of credit for combined approx. USD 60.8 million obtained to 
support purchases of two cargoes of gasoil

§ Cargoes subject of circular (pre-structured) trades, similar to Credit Agricole
1/3
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Winson Oil Trading v. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp. 
[2023] SGHC 220 [Singapore]

v Seller/Beneficiary first presented LOIs and invoices

v Documents based on cargoes allegedly shipped on vessels Ocean Voyager & Ocean Taipan

v Buyer/Applicant insolvent by time of presentations; evidence from judicial managers that 
cargoes already sold to other parties, i.e. multiple financing

v Buyer/Applicant also introduced forged copy B/Ls eventually presented by Seller/Beneficiary 
to Issuers (the B/Ls were signed by Buyer/Applicant not master of vessels)

v OCBC denied first presentations, responding that “there was no physical cargo that was 
shipped to the Ocean Voyager” (para.99).

v Considerable portion of Judgment explores conduct (or omissions) of Seller/Beneficiary 
surrounding second presentations 
2/3
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Winson Oil Trading v. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp. 
[2023] SGHC 220 [Singapore]

v Seller/Beneficiary failed to inquire further with Issuers about non-existent cargoes; nor 
received loading documents

v Critical to finding of fraud was that Seller/Beneficiary merely created new LOIs and invoices 
along with copy non-negotiable B/Ls and tendered mirror presentations to the banks, i.e. 
reversing which documents reflected cargoes allegedly shipped on the vessels 

v Fraud Exception: “…satisfied if in presenting documents for payment, a beneficiary makes a 
false representation of material fact knowingly, or without belief in its truth (which includes the 
beneficiary being reckless, in the sense of being indifferent to the truth).” (para.23)

v Allowing for fraud as meaning “reckless” is notable departure from Credit Agricole v. PPT

v Unconscionability not currently an available defence to resist payment under commercial LC; 
is available for demand guarantees and performance bonds in Singapore
3/3


